Brand, Messaging and
Content Marketing for Field
Sales Company
Overview
The Need
Web visitors were left
confused about the
company’s true identity and
size.

The Solution
A new messaging platform,
easy-to-navigate website
and content marketing
program gained the
organization brand
awareness.

The Benefit
The company was able to
break into the high
competitive pharmaceutical
vertical and raise market
awareness among
enterprise companies.

Creating all messaging and position from scratch, company was
able to break into new vertical markets
Sales Partnerships is the most highly decorated field marketing
firm in North America, but most sales executives had no idea
who they were. Despite delivering business-to-business field
sales and sales enablement programs for some of the most wellknown brands in the world, Sales Partnerships wasn’t grabbing
the attention of their customers. Their dated logo and text-heavy
website left many customers confused about their true identity.
Likewise, their old logo and lack of messaging and brand
guidelines didn’t represent the innovation and fresh thinking
Sales Partnerships brought to their services. Sales Partnerships
needed to better connect with their customers and inform
potential customers, as well as potential hires of their unique
mission in the sales world.

The Strategy
The company needed to look and sound like a cohesive
company with a wealth of experience. I created a new messaging
strategy and value proposition for the company to focus on
moving forward. I also focused on differentiating the messaging
by including value statements and focusing on the science, rather
than art, of sales.

The Logo and Website
After reviewing the company’s upcoming business goals and
initiatives, I worked with agencies and freelancers to develop a
new logo and website that represented the precise, yet forwardfocused feel of Sales Partnership’s business.
I selected a logo that mirrored a GIS pin, demonstrating the
precision targeting of the company’s territory management and
market development. needed to look and sound like the security
experts they are. Bright accents of blue and green brought
energy into the logo.

Once the logo was selected, I focused on creating content that reflected the company’s modern identity.
With input from current and past clients, I identified key issues with the current messaging and website
usability and created a specific roadmap for content and site architecture moving forward.

Benefits
The company received new content focused by product and service line, as well as industry. I integrated
technical information into infographics, case studies, and white papers, all while building content
marketing campaigns in their new brand voice. The company’s new improved website structure and
content, along with a sleek and highly visual design, breathes life into the Sales Partnerships brand and
solved the many issues users had with the previous content.
By focusing on vertical content, the President of the company was invited to speak at industry trade
shows and was a featured keynote speaker at a pharmaceutical sales conference. He had never been
invited to speak at a trade show before.
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